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Price

NEW
$395 each

New - Lyman Borecam! In stock….
http://bulletin.accurateshooter.com/2016/01/lyman-borecam-review-by-vincebottomley/
•Allows for quick
and easy inspection of the entire inside of your barrel
•Miniature digital camera technology and bright lighting combine to provide
crisp clear images
•Images can be captured from the display and saved to a memory card
Lyman's Borescope provides active shooters with the means to carefully
inspect the bores of their firearms for wear, throat erosion, tool marks, and
other rifling or chamber damage, as well as for checking for fouling. The
scope will fit 20 caliber and larger barrels and works with miniature camera
technology. The display will show a clear image of the inside of the barrel
and also allows you to take a photo of the bore. The image will be stored on
a standard SD card and can later be viewed on a computer or laptop.

email or
call

Whidden Custom dies - f/l bushing neck die and micrometer seater
with shoulder bump gauge.

$

Gary Hayes Stainless Steel front BR Rest - Beautiful work all
stainless - new . Photos available if necessary - no bag - 3 leg 120

840.00

degree design. Heavy Duty unit
KAHLES - rifle scopes (Made in Austria) - cutting edge high quality target,
tactical and hunting scopes. - see link: http://www.kahles.at/kahlesunited-states-of-america-usa/
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Reloaders rejoice - quality control! CONCENTRICITY GAUGE by
Sinclair is used to measure run-out by rotating the case or loaded round on
two sets of bearings that are captured in anodized aluminum blocks. The
bearing blocks are adjustable longitudinally to allow for different case lengths
or varying lengths of loaded rounds. The handloader can measure sized
cases on the neck, and measure loaded rounds on the neck or out on the
bullet. The bearing blocks ride in a milled slot in the gauge base plate. This
milled slot keeps the blocks in alignment with each other.
This arrangement supports the cartridge, enabling the user to spin the
cartridge smoothly. Large thumb levers on the bearing blocks make
adjustments quick and easy. The anodized base plate is extremely stable
allowing the user to take accurate readings. The indicator tower is designed
to permit vertical and side-to-side adjustment of the dial indicator. The
mounting block for the dial indicator is designed to accommodate dial
indicators with standard 0.375"" mounts. This is a quality measuring tool for
the serious precision reloader and will accept cases up to 50 BMG.
Bullet Comparator by Sinclair: Holes in the comparator are cut with throating reamers

Price
$145 with
dial indicator
$125
without dial
indicator

$26

to accurately duplicate the actual throat of a rifle. The comparator is used with calipers, and
allows the reloader to accurately measure the length from the major diameter of the bullet to
the case head. It also enables you to make accurate seating depth changes to your bullet
seater. The Comparator does not attach to your calipers, so your calipers are free for other
measurements. Machined from stainless steel. Model #2 (09-700) has holes throated for
.172, .204, .224, .270, .308, and .338 caliber.

ACRAGLAS KIT - 2 fl. oz. (59 ml) Resin, 7⁄8 fl. oz. (26 ml) Hardener, 7⁄8 fl.
oz. (26 ml) Release Agent, Floc, 2 Mixing Cups, Mixing Stick, Brown Dye,
Black Dye enough to bed 2 Rifles. Complete Instructions.

$36

ACRAGLAS GEL KIT - 2 fl. oz. (59 ml) Resin, 2 fl. oz. (59 ml) Hardener, 7/8
fl. oz. (26 ml) Release Agent, Measuring Spoon, re-useable Poly Mixing
Dish, Mixing Stick, Brown Dye, Black Dye and Complete Instructions.

$45

Storm Long Case M3300 - Ideal protection for your special rifle.
Interior Dimensions (LxWxH): 50.5 x 14.0 x 6.0 in. [1282 x 356 x 152 mm]
Exterior Dimensions (LxWxH): 53.8 x 16.5 x 6.7 in. [1365 x 419 x 169 mm]
FEATURES: Six Press & Pull Latches, Two Double-layered, Soft-grip
Handles, Four Padlockable Hasps, In-line Wheels, Vortex® Valve, Flush
Powerful Hinges
Lightweight Strong HPX® Resin, Watertight, Guaranteed For Life
Note - We think this is currently the best plastic case on the market.
Shipping estimated $45, Black only. +gst

$285

Cases

Actions - see our action link for models and prices
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Bottom
Metal
Seekins Precision Detachable Mag System - short action rem.

$

395.00

short action AICS and AW mags with button release (not the long lever) - mags extra.
Available - WSM (accurate mag) $100, and AICS $110

$545-595

HS Precision SA and LA Assembly - Custom actions and Rem. 700
actions - detachable mag bottom metal - Stainless Steel 223 / 308 / 30-06 /
Mag / ultra - 338 lapua - 2nd generation in stock. Some 1st gen as well.
HS Precision Detachable Magazine 5 shot - 223 Rem and 22-250 also
gen 1
HS Precision Detachable Magazine 4 shot - 308 Win
HS Precision Detachable Magazine - Magnum
HS Precision Detachable Magazine - 300 Rum - 338 Lapua Magnum also gen 1
HS Precision Detachable Magazine 10 shot gen 1 and 2 - 308 Win
REM 700 Short and Long Action Detachable Magazine Housings (by
Surgeon Rifles). Left / Right Clip release. Uses action Accuracy
International Mags (magazine extra) discount with action purchase.

$

145.00

$
$
$

155.00
155.00
165.00

sold out - call
for update
$
395.00

Stiller - detachable mag bottom metal - Rem. 700 LA (belted mags/30-06)
and Rem. 700 SA (308 win sized) using AI and custom mags. Designed for
BDL replacement - some inletting required.

email

Heritage Arms - bottom metal for Remington 600 and 660 models - steel
and aluminum

email
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APA - Short-action bottom metal accepts the AI and AW magazines.
Magazines available separately.

Price
$395

Magazine release is integrated into the trigger guard and is easily accessible
with your trigger finger. Ambidextrous latch design makes it easy for right
and left-handed shooters. There is no latch protruding from the trigger guard
to get caught up on your gear or be accidentally bumped while moving with
your rifle. This ensures that when you get to your next shooting position the
magazine will still be securely in the rifle.
Weighs 8.8 oz with AI magazine ( short action)
This has the same footprint as the Badger M5 bottom metal.
Accuracy International Magazine 10 shot - 308 Win Sized
Cases fits Surgeon bottom metal and Badger Ordnance.

$

135.00

Accuracy International Magazine - 223 Win Sized Cases
fits Surgeon bottom metal and Badger Ordnance.

$

75.00

Accuracy International Magazine 5 shot - 308 Win Sized Cases
fits Surgeon bottom metal and Badger Ordnance.

$

110.00

Accuracy International Magazine Rem Long Action - 300 Win Mag Sized
Cases fits Surgeon bottom metal and Badger Ordnance.

$

130.00

Wyatt Detachable Magazine - Rem 700 LA - 5 shot for 338 Lapua +gst

$

114.99

Wyatt - CFE-12 - Extended mag box Rem. 700 LA ~ 3.990 - center feed

$

92.00

Wyatt - CFE-9 - Remington 700 LA MAX (4.070 OAL) Extended Mag box
with follower - (recommended to increase ejection port with this box) Center
feed 4.070' (4.000" inside) + gst
Wyatt - CFE-6 - Remington 700 SA (same as factory) Mag box with follower Center feed 2.950" +gst
Wyatt - CFE-5 - Remington 700 SA Extended Mag box with follower Center feed 3.070" +gst
Wyatt - BR MAG - Remington 700 SA BR Mag box (6mmBR cases) +gst

$

86.95

$

74.95

$

74.95

$

74.95

Wyatt - MBE1 - Rem 700 LA ADL extended (+.110") mag box (windows large diameter cases) 3.910" (3.840" inside) +gst
Wyatt - MBE-2 - REM 700 LA Extended (+.110") Mag 3.910 (3.840" inside)
NO WINDOWS + gst - gunsmithing required
Wyatt - MBE-3 - Rem 700 LA Extended (+ .110") Mag - 3.910 (3.840"
inside) (windows - large diameter cases) + gst
Wyatt - MBE-4 - Rem 700 SA BDL Extended (+ .110") Mag - 3.080
(windows - large diameter cases)+ gst
Wyatt - MBE-5 - Rem 700 SA BDL Extended (+ .110") Mag - bdl + gst
Wyatt - BR MAG - Rem M700 SA Mag - bdl + gst
TRG - S - Sako M995 - Convert your plastic stock to a new stock with Steel
Bottom metal for the original Sako Clip.. Move to a higher quality stock. - we
stock McMillan's for this Rifle. Some gunsmithing may be needed.

$

64.95

$

64.95

$

64.95

$

64.95

$
$
$

64.95
64.95
250.00

Original Rem. 700 SA Black BDL bottom metal (trigger guard assembly)

$

125.00

Original Rem. 700 SA Silver BDL bottom metal (trigger guard assembly)

$

125.00
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Action
Parts
Gretan Firing Pin Assemblies (reduce lock time Rem LA and SA 700) Rem. 700 (& 721) Long Action and Short Action - stainless finish or black.
Holland Stainless Steel oversize (thicker/harder) recoil lugs (hardened)
.250" thick. Hole +0.010" and regular

$

95.00

$55
(oversize) $49
(regular)

$49

Tubb / Badger - recoil lugs
Custom Bolt Knobs $35 and up..
Badger Tactical Threaded bolt knob - MINI (perfect size) - installation
also available.

$

$35 & UP
55.00

Badger Tactical Threaded bolt knobs - REGULAR - installation also
available.

$49

Badger Thruster - side discharge brake - .22 cal and up - 1005-306-30c,
thread 3/4-24 nomial diameter 0.990" (and 3/4-28tpi)

$105

Badger Thruster - side discharge brake - .22 cal and up - 1005-306-30b,
thread 5/8-24 nomial diameter 0.990

$105

Badger Thruster - side discharge brake - .22 cal and up - 1005-306-30a,
unthreaded - machine your special threads to suit rifle diameter ~1" length
2.280" nom.

$75

Badger Ordnance Muzzle Brake FTE for .875 Dia. Bbl.
3/4-28TPI, #1005-306-38 - finished in black. This is a removable brake

$

195.00

Badger Ordnance Muzzle Brake FTE for .800 Dia. Bbl.
5/8-28TPI, #1005-306-38B - finished in black. This is a removable brake

$

210.00

Badger MICRO FTE muzzle brakes - (compact side discharge) finished in
black .22 cal and up. 30cal and up. Comes with optional crush washer. We
typically install without the crush washer. Very nice side discharge compact
brake!!
OPS - specialty brake - Stainless slim line.

$

145.00

$

195.00

Holland Brakes - Quick Discharge - available in
blued steel or stainless hardened 17-4 (matte finish)

call - in stock
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Holland Brakes - NEW radial port brakes available only in matte stainelss 17-4

Price
call - in stock

call - email

Pacific Tool Remington replacement Bolts - Rem 700 SA and LA regular and fluted..plus handles.
Pacific Tool Remington replacement Bolts - Rem 700 SA and LA regular and fluted - one piece machined bolt replacements.

call - email

Remington stainless - light weight bolt handles - replace your existing gunsmithing required.

$39

Bolt shrouds - Rem 700 SA and LA - Neiska multi-flat, Lawton round, and
Remington shape

call - email

B-Square Allan Socket head Bolts for Rem 700 BDL and ADL
Trigger guards - steel and alum.

call - email
call - email

TRIGGERS
Jewell Triggers - MFG. NO. HVRBRTS - (Specify Right or Left Safety)
Fully Adjustable, Finest Quality For A Light, Reliable Trigger Pull. Selfcontained replacement trigger module provides outstanding reliability,
function, and performance for benchrest, varminting, and other types of
precision shooting. All internal components are CNC machined from
stainless steel, then heat-treated to Rc 58 for extended service life.
Adjustment screws are fitted with a nylon insert to maintain your trigger
settings without using thread locking compounds. Single-stage design is
three-way externally adjustable, eliminating the need to remove the barrelled
action from the stock to set pull weight, let-off, or over travel. Remington
Hunter Varmint Rifle (RHVR) includes top lever safety and bottom bolt
release. Fits Remington 700/40x rifles, right-hand actions and most custom
actions. Internal Components - 440 stainless steel, hardened to Rc 58.
Housing - 300 Series stainless steel sheet, .050” (1.2mm) thick. RPS INT.
INC. Official Canadian Importer!
Jewell Trigger - Mfg. NO. HVR - same as HVRBRTS but with no safety and
no bolt release. Fits Remington 700/40x rifles, right/left-hand actions and
most custom actions. Adjustable 1.5 oz. to 48 oz. pull weight, Installation
instructions included.
Jewell Trigger - Mfg. NO. HVRTS - (Specify Right or Left Safety) same
as HVRBRTS but with no bolt release (top safety included). Fits Remington
700/40x rifles, right/left-hand actions and most custom actions. Adjustable
1.5 oz. to 48 oz. pull weight, Installation instructions included.

Call: 780-668-3395

www.rpsinternational.com

$

350.00

$

310.00

$350
(right)
$360
(left)
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Jewell Trigger - Mfg. No. BR - Remington Bench Rest (BR) is designed
exclusively for match shooting, and includes no safety or bolt release. Fits
Remington 700/40x rifles, right-hand and left-hand actions - custom actions.
1.5 oz. to 3 oz. pull weight, fits right- or left-hand rifles.

$

Price
310.00

Jewell Trigger - HVR-Bottom safety (specify right or left) - same as
HVRBRTS but no bolt release and safety is at the bottom. Fits custom
actions, right/left-hand actions. Adjustable 1.5 oz. to 48 oz. pull weight,
Installation instructions included.

$

350.00

Jewell Trigger - Rem. Model 7 and XR-100 - HVRTS-XR - same as HVR
but with safety and bolt release - Adjustable 1.5 oz. to 48 oz. pull weight,
Installation instructions included.

$

350.00

Jewell Trigger - Winchester Model 70 - Winchester Hunter Varmint Rifle
(WHVR) fits both Pre- and Post ‘64 Winchester M70 rifles, right- and lefthand actions. Uses existing safety. 1.5 oz. to 48 oz. pull weight, fits both
right- and left-hand actions. Installation instructions included.

$

365.00

Jewell Trigger - AR15 small pin (0.154") - Redesigned trigger mechanism
provides outstanding reliability, function, and performance for benchrest,
varminting, and other types of precision shooting. All internal components
are CNC machined from stainless steel, then heat-treated to Rc 58 for
extended service life. Adjustment screws are fitted with a nylon insert to
maintain your trigger settings without using thread locking compounds.
Features a two-stage pull that is uniquely adjustable from above the lower
receiver for first stage pull weight, second stage sear engagement, second
stage pull weight, and over travel. Models available to fit rifles with small and
large hammer/trigger pins.
Jewell Trigger - AR15 large pin (0.169") - Redesigned trigger mechanism
provides outstanding reliability, function, and performance for benchrest,
varminting, and other types of precision shooting. All internal components
are CNC machined from stainless steel, then heat-treated to Rc 58 for
extended service life. Adjustment screws are fitted with a nylon insert to
maintain your trigger settings without using thread locking compounds.
Features a two-stage pull that is uniquely adjustable from above the lower
receiver for first stage pull weight, second stage sear engagement, second
stage pull weight, and over travel. Models available to fit rifles with small and
large hammer/trigger pins.
Kelbly Triggers BR -- Target Trigger similar to Jewel BR

$

285.00

$

285.00

Timney Trigger - Remington 700 Right and Left Hand - Mfg No. 510
right hand / 511 left hand - New-design safety blocks the trigger, not the
sear. There’s no way to move the trigger when it’s on safe, virtually
eliminating the risk of accidental sear release when you take it off safe. Righthand (RH) and left-hand (LH) models available, both with a 3⁄8” wide,
grooved trigger shoe that improves feel & control. Choose a traditional
Curved trigger shoe or a Straight shoe preferred by some benchrest
shooters for its more precise finger contact. Adjustable, 11⁄2 to 4 lb. weightof-pull, creep & backlash. Fully assembled includes bolt release.

$230 Nickel
plus $19

Call: 780-668-3395
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Timney Trigger - Remington 788 - The Remington 788 has long been
considered the best shooting rifle for the money, the only thing holding it
back has been its trigger. Even though the 788 has been discontinued we
still sell hundreds of these triggers. Adjustable from 1.5 to 3.5 lbs, the trigger
comes with safety and bolt stop attached.

Timney Trigger - Remington #7 - Fully adjustable. Uses safety and boltstop from your present trigger. Brings trigger control you never thought
possible to your Remington 7. Adjustable from 1 1/2 to 4 pounds.

$

Price
175.00

$

185.00

Our trigger will not work if you are tring to replace the X-mark Pro Trigger on
the Model Rem 7
Timney Trigger - Howa 1500 - Mfg. No. 611 - Single-stage, replacement
trigger for popular Weatherby and Howa rifles delivers clean, crisp trigger
pulls that help make accurate shots possible. Precision machined and
hardened internal parts for maximum reliability. Adjustable for weight of pull
(1½ - 4 lb.) and creep. Lock nuts hold settings. Includes safety. Fits
Weatherby Vanguard, Howa and S&W 1500. Available with nickel plating to
resist corrosion and help clean.
Timney Trigger - Rem 700 Tactical - Mfg No. 501T - Adjustable, 3-lever
design gives a weight of pull from 2 - 8 oz. Post-style finger lever adjusts for
length and cant. Lets benchrest, long range varmint and match shooters
achieve a precise fit to their finger. All steel construction, with polished and
heat-treated internal parts, provides durability and long life. No safety.

$165 nickel
add $19

$

210.00

Timney Trigger - REMINGTON 788 TRIGGER W/SAFETY - Mfg. No. 788 Single-stage replacement trigger delivers alight, crisp, clean trigger pull that
helps you enjoy the full accuracy potential of your Remington 788.
Adjustable for weight of pull (1½" to 3½" lb.) and over travel. Includes safety
and bolt stop. Aluminum housing, heat-treated steel internals, matte black
finish. Polished sear/trigger surfaces. Smooth .150" (3.9mm) wide shoe. Fits
right-hand Remington 788 rifles only. Includes installation instructions.

$

175.00

Timney Trigger - RUGER® M77® ADJUSTABLE TRIGGER KIT
- Mfg. No. 601 - Adjustable, Featherweight-style, single-stage, replacement
triggers for popular bolt action rifles deliver clean, crisp trigger pulls that help
improve accuracy. Precision machined and hardened internal parts for
maximum reliability. Adjustable for weight of pull (1-1⁄2-4 lb.), creep and over
travel. Lock nuts hold settings. . Ruger 77 fits models with tang safety,
connects to Ruger safety button. Right hand only, will not fit current
production Mk II.
Timney Trigger - RUGER® M77® MK II ADJUSTABLE TRIGGER KIT
- Mfg. No. 1100 - All stainless steel, drop-in kit does away with the nonadjustable, factory trigger and its heavy pull, for improved accuracy and
more enjoyable shooting. Conveniently-placed set screws are adjustable for
let-off, weight of pull (1.5 to 3lb.) and over travel. Parts are fully-finished;
heat treated for durability and ready-to-install; requires no alteration to the
factory parts. Kit includes trigger, sear, reduced weight spring and
instructions. Use factory spring to set heavier weight of pull.
Additional Views

$

155.00

$

145.00
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Timney Trigger - Winchester Model 70 Blue - Mfg. No. 401 Adjustable,
Featherweight-style, single-stage, replacement triggers for popular bolt
action rifles deliver clean, crisp trigger pulls that help improve accuracy.
Precision machined and hardened internal parts for maximum reliability.
Adjustable for weight of pull (1-1⁄2-4 lb.), creep and over travel. Lock nuts
hold settings. Winchester 70 fits Pre-and Post-64 Model 70; Model 54
requires gunsmith fitting. Uses factory safety.

$

Price
175.00

Timney Trigger - Winchester Model 70 MOA Blue - Mfg. No. 402 (nickel
402-16np) This self-contained, 100% drop-in unit is ready to install in your
Winchester Model 70 rifle with the MOA trigger. The trigger features an
exceptionally smooth, crisp, single-stage trigger pull and requires no
gunsmithing or fitting. Just like all Timney bolt action rifle triggers the new
Winchester MOA replacement is fully adjustable for Creep, follow through
and pull weight. The lightweight, 6061 T6 aluminum alloy housing is
anodized for superior durability. The sear is Wire EDM machined billet steel
and combines hardness to resist wear with superior impact resistance and is
Teflon-nickel plated for greatly enhanced lubricity. Other components are
EDM cut from billet steel, then heat treated to R/C 56-60 for a long service
life.

$175 nickel
add $19

Timney Trigger - Ruger 77 (w/tang safety) Trigger - Mfr. Part: 601
Ruger 77 fits models with tang safety, connects to Ruger safety button. Right
hand only, will not fit current production Mk II. Adjustable, Featherweightstyle, single-stage, replacement triggers for popular bolt action rifles deliver
clean, crisp trigger pulls that help improve accuracy. Precision machined and
hardened internal parts for maximum reliability. Adjustable for weight of pull
(1-1⁄2-4 lb.), creep and over travel. Lock nuts hold settings.

$

155.00

Timney Trigger - Sako Deluxe fits "A" Series L461, L579 & L61. - MFG
NO. 621 - Adjustable, Featherweight-style, single-stage, replacement
triggers for popular bolt action rifles deliver clean, crisp trigger pulls that help
improve accuracy. Precision machined and hardened internal parts for
maximum reliability. Adjustable for weight of pull (1-1⁄2-4 lb.), creep and over
travel. Lock nuts hold settings.

$

175.00

Timney Trigger - Weatherby Mark V fits American - mfg no. 651 made
rifles such as Accumark, Deluxe, Synthetic, and Ultra Lightweight models.
Right-hand only. Adjustable, Featherweight-style, single-stage, replacement
triggers for popular bolt action rifles deliver clean, crisp trigger pulls that help
improve accuracy. Precision machined and hardened internal parts for
maximum reliability. Adjustable for weight of pull (1-1⁄2-4 lb.), creep and over
travel. Lock nuts hold settings.

$

175.00

Timney Trigger - Weatherby Mark V fits German - mfg no. 652 made
rifles such as Accumark, Deluxe, Synthetic, and Ultra Lightweight models.
Right-hand only. Adjustable, Featherweight-style, single-stage, replacement
triggers for popular bolt action rifles deliver clean, crisp trigger pulls that help
improve accuracy. Precision machined and hardened internal parts for
maximum reliability. Adjustable for weight of pull (1-1⁄2-4 lb.), creep and over
travel. Lock nuts hold settings.

$

165.00
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Timney Trigger - BRNO - MFG no. CZ 452L fits CZ 452 .22LR and .17
Mach 2. Smooth shoe, approx. 3/16" wide. Adjustable, Featherweight-style,
single-stage, replacement triggers for popular bolt action rifles deliver clean,
crisp trigger pulls that help improve accuracy. Precision machined and
hardened internal parts for maximum reliability. Adjustable for weight of pull
(1-1⁄2-4 lb.), creep and over travel. Lock nuts hold settings.

$

Price
145.00

Timney Trigger - BRNO - MFG no. CZ 452M fits CZ 452 .22 Mag. and .17
HMR rifles - Adjustable, Featherweight-style, single-stage, replacement
triggers for popular bolt action rifles deliver clean, crisp trigger pulls that help
improve accuracy. Precision machined and hardened internal parts for
maximum reliability. Adjustable for weight of pull (1-1⁄2-4 lb.), creep and over
travel. Lock nuts hold settings.

$

145.00

Timney Trigger - SAVAGE 10/116 FEATHERWEIGHT TRIGGER - MFG
NO. 631 - Hardened steel trigger replaces the factory unit and its accuracyrobbing heavy pull. Gives a clean, crisp breaking trigger pull. Factory-type
set screws adjust for let off, over travel and weight of pull (2 to 4 lb.). Parts
are fully-finished, blued or nickel plated to resist corrosion and aid cleaning;
heat treated for durability and ready to install; requires gunsmith fitting, and
modification to stock. Includes trigger and trigger springs. Sear not included.

$

145.00

Timney Trigger - SAVAGE AXIS / EDGE TRIGGER - MFG No. 633 FEATURES: Machined from case-hardened solid steel, Fully adjustable for
pull weight, sear engagement (creep) and over-travel, Trigger pull weight
can be adjusted from 1.5 to 4 pounds, Black finish , Simple replacement of
factory trigger. BENEFITS: Allows for a crisp, light trigger on an affordable
rifle Easy installation involves replacing the factory trigger and adjusting the
new trigger to your preference . Savage axis allows the user to remove the
trigger guard for easy access to the trigger adjustments. Adjustments allow
for the trigger to be fine-tuned to your preference.

$

145.00

Timney ENFIELD Sportsman-MFG. 5 shot #110 / 6 shot #111
Fits
most bolt-action rifles built on Mauser, Springfield, or Enfield type actions.
Fully adjustable, 2-4 pounds trigger pull weight. Light weight alloy housing.
Machined and hardened steel working surfaces. Some stock inletting
required.

$

95.00

If you don't see the Timney Trigger here, give us a ring we probably
have it in stock… just no time to update the system.
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New Rem. 700 Factory Trigger (new take-off - complete) - X - Mark Pro Factory Set For A 40% Lighter Trigger Pull. Remington factory trigger is preadjusted to be 40% lighter than previous model 700 triggers; provides an
easy, economical way to increase accuracy from your hunting or target rifle.
Precision machined and electroless nickel plated to prevent corrosion and
wear, then mirror polished to produce a trigger pull that’s crisp, and cleanbreaking with virtually no creep. Allen screw adjustment for trigger pull
weight only. Thumb safety, when engaged, prevents discharge by physically
blocking sear and trigger. Available in blued steel or stainless steel. Fits
Remington 700 and Model Seven. Gunsmith installation recommended.

$

Price
65.00

Match Shilen Competition Trigger (for Remington 700) - adjusts from 2
to 6 oz. (56.7g to 170.1g) for Rem. 700/40X. Will not fit on left-handed
actions. Competition trigger is three lever design. No safety provisions

$

195.00

Std Shilen Trigger - two lever design (for Remington 700 - requires
original bolt release & safety - new X Mark Pro requires extra parts ) Standard Model adjusts from 1½ to 3 lbs. (.68 to 1.36kg)

$

185.00

Std Stainless Shilen Trigger - two lever design (for Remington 700 requires original bolt release & safety - new X Mark Pro requires extra parts )
- Standard Model adjusts from 1½ to 3 lbs. (.68 to 1.36kg)

$

225.00

$
$

469.00
469.00

bolt releases and safety levers available for Remington/Shilen

NEW Barrels
See separate sheet - too
many to list

See separate sheet - too
many to list

22 RF

ROCK CREEK

See separate sheet

HART

See separate sheet

LILJA

See separate sheet

BRUX

See separate sheet

Ruger and custom 10/22 drop in barrels - stainless
Lilja - 1-16t, SS Ruger 10/22 HB drop in .22 LR., .920 finished 21" long
Lilja - 1-16t, SS Ruger 10/22 sporter drop in .22 LR., .920 finished 21" long

Please ask for our list on NEW Remington Take-off Barrels - .22 cal up
to 30 cal. - blued listed below - STAINLESS also available.

Folks - many of these barrels are direct screw on no machining gunsmithing installation recommended - head space check.

sold out

STOCKS
Call: 780-668-3395

www.rpsinternational.com

Email: sales@rpsinternational.com

RPS International Incorporated

" 2016 Snap Shot Product List "
Prices subject to change
Description - May 2016

Category

Price

TOO MANY TO LIST - SEE WEB PAGE

Tools
K&M - case preparation tools - now stocking; complete line of tools - neck turning
kits for all calibers and arbor presses

Wilson - case preparation and reloading components - now stocking

call or email in
stock

call or email in
stock

call or email

Redding - reloading dies and presses - In stock - hard to find dies, bushings, shell
holders - see website die list.

Hornady - reloading dies / shell holders - see website die list.

call or email

RCBS - reloading dies / shell holders - see website die list.

call or email

Forster - Stocking ultra seater dies and benchrest dies - see

call or email

website die list.

Newlon Precision

call or email

Die Blanks - Seaters and sizing dies

call or email

Whidden reloading die sets

SCOPE
Rings and
Bases
Burris Signature Rings (with spherical polymer bushing) - 1" (matte / blue)

Burris Signature Rings (with spherical polymer bushing) 30mm
Order with bushing kit for different moa settings.
EGW scope mounts below:
Remington : 700 / 721 / 722 / 725 / 40x / 788/ xp100 / xr100,
660, model 7, Tikka T3 / 695 / 595, Browning, Mauser,
Winchester, Howa, Savage- more brands and models in stock.
We maintain a complete inventory of EGW bases.
Call: 780-668-3395

www.rpsinternational.com

$

49.00

call

$60 and up

Email: sales@rpsinternational.com

RPS International Incorporated

" 2016 Snap Shot Product List "
Category

Prices subject to change
Description - May 2016
EGW (Evolution Gun Works) - Picatinny Rail - 0 moa
EGW (Evolution Gun Works) - Picatinny Rail - 15 moa
EGW (Evolution Gun Works) - Picatinny Rail - 20 moa
EGW (Evolution Gun Works) - Picatinny Rail - 25 moa
EGW HD Picatinny bases
Leupold 1" PRW "LOW" Scope Rings
Leupold 1" Low QRW (weaver style base quick release) - .73" #49853

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Price
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
89.00
54.95
79.95

Leupold 1" Med QRW (weaver style base quick release) - .85" #49856

$

79.95

Leupold 1" high QRW (weaver style base quick release) - .98 #49858
Leupold 30mm Med QRW (weaver style base quick release) - .85"
#49863
Leupold 30mm Hi QRW (weaver style base quick release) - .98" #49865

$
$

79.95
94.95

$

105.00

Talley one piece ring/base for Rem 700 and many others - ultra lights 1"
and 30mm B146Plus GST - too many to list

49 - 54

TPS 1" , 30mm, 34mm, 35mm Scope rings - extra low, low, med, high,
extra high, see website pricing too many to list - $100 and up - Hunter and
Tactical Styles best quality and best value! Second to none!

web - call

bases

TPS Picatinny Steel Bases 0moa

$

130.00

bases

TPS Picatinny Steel Bases 20moa

$

130.00

bases

TPS Picatinny High Strength Alum (stronger then most steel) Base 0moa

$

125.00

bases

TPS Picatinny High Strength Alum (stronger then most steel) Base
20moa
Nightforce - 20moa Rem. 700 LA
Nightforce - 20moa Rem. 700 SA
Seekins - rem. 700 LA 0, 20, 30, 40 moa (6-48 to 8-40 screws)

$

125.00

$
$
$

135.00
135.00
130.00

Seekins - Rem. 700 SA 0, 20, 30, 40 moa (6-48 to 8-40 screws)

$

130.00

Weaver Grand Slam Steel Bases - too many to list

$

14.95

Starrett Cross Level - Perfect tool set-up your rifles optical system. Level
the rifle, set the scope, and install your anti-cant scope mount level so it is
perfectly level with your rifle. Works on Remington 700s and clones as well
as actions.

$

75.00

MSP Scope mount ACD - 1" or 30mm

$

45.00

bases

Anti-cant (ACD) devices keep your rifle in the same position for each shot - level

Call: 780-668-3395

www.rpsinternational.com

Email: sales@rpsinternational.com

RPS International Incorporated

" 2016 Snap Shot Product List "
Category

Prices subject to change
Description - May 2016
Scope Leveller (scope mount) - Ladder Style ACD - 1" or 30mm

$

Price
46.00

USOPTICS ACD - 2nd Gen. rail mount swivel - DETENT SYSTEM - NOT
AS SHOWN.

$

135.00

USOPTICS ACD - scope mount FIXED

$

90.00

USOPTICS ACD - 2nd Gen. rail mount swivel - DETENT SYSTEM - NOT
AS SHOWN.

$

125.00

USOPTICS ACD - FIXED rail mount

$

90.00

B-Square ACD - fixed rail mount - simplicity

$

35.00

SNIPER DESIGN - Cosine Indicator: Precision-machined, aircraft-grade
aluminum instrument eliminates guesswork when adjusting your scope to
fire at elevated, or very low targets. The orange needle moves with your rifle
and displays a number that indicates the percent your rifle is off level.
Multiply the indicated percent by the target distance to easily calculate the
adjusted distance for gravity. Dovetailed bottom fits onto the aluminum
mount (listed below) which fits Picatinny and Weaver-style rails. Or, mount
an extra Weaver-style ring on your scope tube and clamp the Indicator in the
ring’s dovetail. Ring not included. Lets you keep your face on the cheek
piece and see the Indicator.

$

139.95

Badger Ordnance Rail mount - GEN 1 - for Cosine Indicator or
Horus Vision - low profile, Rail (weaver base) mount

$

72.95

TPS HRT Single Ring - 30mm to mount Sniper Tool or Horus Cosines
Horus Vision ASLI - mount to 30mm Scope tube L1R3
Horus Vision ASLI - mount to 34mm Scope tube L1R4

$
$
$

95.00
45.00
69.00
email

Zeiss Victory, New HD5 Scopes

Nightforce Scopes - best overall quality low cost scope on the

email / call

market - CALL US FOR THE LATEST INVENTORY AND DELIVERY TIMES
call email

Tangent Theta - Made in Canada - These are fantastic scopes -

email

Swarovski - Riflescopes, binoculars and rangefinders
Check out the new Z6 - FL glass scopes!

Bipods
adapter

Model 150-808 accuracy Int'l Bipod Adapter - The Accuracy International – fits
all Accuracy International® rifles and chassis-type stocks.

Call: 780-668-3395

www.rpsinternational.com

$

92.00

Email: sales@rpsinternational.com

RPS International Incorporated

" 2016 Snap Shot Product List "
Prices subject to change
Description - May 2016

Category
adapter
adapter

Harris #6 Adapter (for Euro rails)
Harris #6 Adapter (for American rails)
RPS - Locking Lever Kits for Harris or Shooters Ridge Swivel Bipods. Once you
have one you won't know how you got by without one. Buy 2 and no GST!

Price

$

25.75

NEW RPS - ""SHORTY" Locking Lever Kits for Harris + gst
RPS - Speed screws to replace the slotted screw that is used to secure your
Harris bipod to your rifle - no more screw driver! + gst

$

29.95
Large SS
$19.95 Large
Blue $13.50
Small SS
$15.95

Dewey Adjustable Bore Saver Rod Guide - 10’’ Adjustable - Centerfires.
available in 6 bore sizes. Adjustable to fit bolt length.O-ring seal to prevent oil,
solvent and debris from entering the action. Each guide is supplied with 4 extra orings and assembly tool. When ordering with a rod be sure to include the additional
length.
ABS models fit .695 - .700 diameter bolts.
Remington 700, 721, 722, 788, 40x7, 600, XP-100 / Ruger 77 / Winchester 54, 56,
70 /
Savage 110, 112 / Mauser 98 / Springfield, Browning A Bolt, CPS, Dakota 1917
Enfield
Interarm Mag, std, Hart A, Kimber 89, Parker Hale, Stolle
ABS-1 .17(centerfire), .204, .220 Swift,.223. .225 ABS-2 .24 - 7mm / ABS-3 .30 - 8mm / ABS-4 .338 - .358 / ABS-6 .416

$

24.00

Dewey Adjustable Bore Saver Rod Guide - 13’’ Adjustable. For long scoped
rifles, 13" overall length, available in 3 bore sizes. Adjustable to fit bolt length. Oring seal to prevent oil, solvent and debris from entering the action. Each guide is
supplied with 4 extra o-rings and assembly tool. When ordering with a rod be sure
to include the additional length. - will not work with wsm cases - need extra oring
for chamber
ABS models fit .695 - .700 diameter bolts.
Remington 700, 721, 722, 788, 40x7, 600, XP-100 / Ruger 77 / Winchester 54, 56,
70
Savage 110, 112 / Mauser 98 / Springfield, Browning A Bolt, CPS, Dakota 1917 /
Enfield / Interarm Mag, std, Hart A, Kimber 89, Parker Hale, Stolle
ABS-1 .17(centerfire), .204, .220 Swift,.223. .225 ABS-2 .24 - 7mm / ABS-3 .30 - 8mm / ABS-4 .338 - .358 / ABS-6 .416

$

28.00

Sinclair O-Ring rod Guide (delrin) - chem port, ~11.75" long ppc / 220 swift
003-695-220
Sinclair O-Ring rod Guide (delrin) - chem port, ~11.75" long 22-250 up 243
003-695-243
Sinclair O-Ring rod Guide (delrin) - chem port, ~11.75" long 257 - .280 003695-280
Sinclair O-Ring rod Guide (delrin) - chem port, ~11.75" long 308/30-06F 003695-308
Sinclair O-Ring rod Guide (delrin) - chem port ~11.75" long Belted Magnum
003-695-300
Sinclair O-Ring rod Guide (delrin) - chem port , ~11.75" long 338 Lapua 003750-335 (stiller sized)
High Quality Cleaning Patches in bulk
Phosphor Bronze and Nylon Brushes
JB Bore cleaners - Bore Bright $11.95 / Genuine non embedding $11.50

$

24.50

$

24.50

$

24.50

$

24.50

$

25.00

$

22.00

Cleaning
Products

call/email
call/email

Brass bullets
Call: 780-668-3395

www.rpsinternational.com

Email: sales@rpsinternational.com

RPS International Incorporated

" 2016 Snap Shot Product List "
Category

Prices subject to change
Description - May 2016
Stocking Lapua, Nosler, Norma, Ltd. Winchester, Hornady, RWS

Price

Sierra, Berger, Tubb

Special orders / imports from Brownells.
*prices subject to change, descriptions are not guaranteed - contact mfg for latest

Call: 780-668-3395

www.rpsinternational.com

Email: sales@rpsinternational.com

